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Abstract: 

The properties of states in 2 1 2 P o populeted by the 2 0'Pb( ,Be,an) 2 1 2Po 

reaction have been investigated. The previously proposed yrast scheme below 

-3HeV has been verified and eight further transitions placed in the level 

scheme. Mean lives of the 6*, 8* and (10*) states at 1355, 1476 and 1834 JceV 

have been measured as 1.1(3), 24.6(3) and 0.8(2)ns respectively. Shell moael 

calculations using effective interactions were used to interpret the 

observed scheme. A synthesis of all available theoretical and experimental 

evidence allows the t B • 65s isomer to be identified clearly as the 18* 

level arising primarily from the %(hf,2
2)*v(gt,2iii/2) configuration. 

NUCLEAR REACTIONS 20,Pb('Be,an) E - 45 - 57 MeV; measured 
YT(t), y(t) E,, ^(6), I(ce), 2 1 2 P o deduced levels, J*, T., 
reduced transition probabilities, ICC. Enriched targets, Ge, 
Si(Li),Compton suppressed detectors, pulsed beam. 
NUCLEAR STRUCTURE 2 1 2Po; calculated level energies semi-
empirical shell model 
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1. Introduction 

The experimental investigation of the structure of 2 1 2 P o began over 70 years 

ago when Rutherford and Wood'11 reported the observation of long range 

a-particles from the active deposit of thorium.< 2 1 2Pb). These a particles 

were subsequently assigned to the decay of excited states of 2 1 2 P o (Th C ) 

populated in the decay of 2 1 2 B i . However it was some time before this became 

clear and it was not until 1934 that Ellis'2' pointed out that the energies 

of two y rays observed in the decay of 2 1 2Bi(Th C) matched the energy 

differences between the long range a groups and the normal Th C o group. 

Thus a and y decay were seen as competing decay modes for these excited 

states of 2 1 2 P o . Nearly thirty years elapsed before Perlman et a l . l i } 

discovered the famous T 1 / 2 * 45s isomer (E» - 2.93 MeV) which was 

interpreted by Glendenning'*' as a state of unusually high spin. Several 

subsequent papers have added to the experimental understanding of this 

nucleus. The most recent of these, by Sugawara et al<i}, gives a 

comprehensive reference list. 

The nuclear shell model regards 2 1 2 P o as two protons and t*o neutrons 

outside the 2 0*Pb closed core, with the protons occupying the lh 9 / 2, 2f 7 / 2 

and liu/2 orbitals while the neutrons are distributed over the 2g f / 2, 
1^n/2 * n a" lJis/2 orbitals. Olendenning*4' interpreted the high spin isomer 

as J* - 18* [K(lh»/2)t*V(iii/2)iol• In addition, it has received two 

further interpretations: 

J* - 16* (mih2,/,), *v(2g| / 2) t) or 0* - 18* («(lhJ/2), * v <2g, / 2li 1 1 / 2> 1 0) . 

The latter structure was favoured by Glendenning and Harada'" while the 

former was preferred by Auerbach and Talmi'7' and more recently by 

Strottman.'*' No firm experimental determination of the spin of tua isomer 

has yet been given. However, the results of the present investigation 
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coupled with an understanding of the structure of high spin states in nearby 

nuclei allows us to show that the isomer is the J* - 18* state belonging 

primarily to the n{h\/2) * v ( g > / 2 i 1 1 / 2 ) configuration. The weight of 

evidence is firmly against j" - 16*. 

2. Experimental Details 

The results reported in this paper were obtained in the course of our 

comprehensive study'" of the yrast spectroscopy of 2 1*Rn. The various 

experiments in the study are described in that work."' Briefly, the high 

spin states of 2 1 2 P o were populated by the 2 0*Pb('Be,an) 2 1 2Po reaction at 

bombarding energies between 45 and 57 MeV. Information on the structure of 
2 1 2 P o was obtained from excitation function measurements, y-j coincidence 

and T-ray angular distribution measurements, observation of conversion 

electrons and pulsed beam-v timing experiments. The 20SPb(*Be,an) reaction 

has a relatively constant yield function from 45 to 57 MeV and at the lower 

energy its excitation was 15% of that of the most prolific reaction, 
2 0 ,Pb('8e,3n) 2 l 4Rn. Zn spite of the relatively low cross section clean 

coincidence spectra could be obtained for j rays in 2 1 2 P o as the 

measurements were performed just above the Coulomb barrier where few other 

reaction channels are open. 

3. Results 

3.1 The level schema of * 1 2Po 

Figure 1 summarises the high spin structure of 2 1 2 P o deduced from our work. 

(The position of the high spin isomer is also given with its mean life, 

t - 65*), while Table 1 lists the Y says assigned to 2 1 2 P o . Errors on y ray 

energies are 10.1 keV except where noted. The relative intensities as 

observed at a bombarding energy of 48 MeV are given with the measured 

angular distribution coefficients (as percentages). Mean lives for three of 
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the excited states were extracted from least squares fits to the time 

spectra obtained in the pulsed beam measurement. These fits are illustrated 

in Figure 2. They include the convolution of a Gaussian prompt resolution 

function and the sequential feeding of levels. < 1 0 > Table 2 gives the results 

and (for the 8* state) compares our measurement with previous 

determinations. A number of partial and total conversion coefficients were 

measured, the latter from intensity balances in coincidence or delayed j ray 

spectra. These results are collected in Table 3 and compared with 

theoretical values to give the multipolarity assignments in column 4 of that 

table. 

Sample coincidence spectra are presented in Figure 3. The top spectrum 

illustrates the main yrast cascade as seen by a gate set on the 577 keV 

v ray which is near the top of the scheme. The weak 360.5 keV y ray is just 

resolved from the lower lying one of 357.5 keV. The contaminant peaks are 

from 2 1 4Rn. The 358 keV gate also contained gamma rays in 2 1 1Po, giving rise 

to the peaks at 363, 376 and 666 keV. The origin of the 315 keV y ray is 

unknown while the 633 keV peak, from 2 1 3Rn, is due to incomplete background 

subtraction. In this spectrum the weak 360.5 keV y ray is just resolved from 

the 363 keV 2 1 x P o line. Although the appearance of a y ray of 511 keV in 

this window might imply that the 358 and 511 keV y rays are in cascade, * 

window set on the 511 keV y ray does not confirm this coincidence, we have 

therefore placed these two transitions in parallel. The lowest spectrum, a 

composite one, set on the three lowest lying y rays in the scheme shows many 

of the weaker, side fed, lines as well as the main cascade sequence. 

3.2 Spin Assignments 

For the four lowest y rays in the scheme (those of 121, 223, 405 and 727 

keV) all of the conversion coefficient measurements are consistent only with 
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an E2 aultipolarity. This, together with their measured angular 

distributions fixes unambiguously the 0*, 2*, 4*, 6*, 8* spin sequence. For 

the 358 keV y ray the Measured conversion coefficients allow a muitipolarity 

of El or B2 only, while the angular distribution favours a quadrupole 

assignment. The level at 1834 keV is thus likely to have a spin of 10* . For 

the three levels in the cascade sequence above this, spin assignments are 

less certain. The observed dipole distribution of the 577 keV v ray suggests 

a spin of 11 for the level at 2411 keV, while if the 114 keV transition were 

other than El, it would be highly convex.ced and unobservable. The (11"), 

(13"), (14*) sequence is arrived at by comparison with the spin sequence in 

the isotone, 2 X*Rn and systematic shell model trends in neighbouring nuclei. 

No other spin parity assignments can be profitably made to the other 

observed levels. 

4. Comparison with other investigations 

There is good agreement for the main cascade sequence between the level 

scheme which we have constructed and that presented by Sugawara et a l . l t ) We 

confirm all y ray placements in their work and place a further nine in the 

scheme. Zn addition we suggest parities for the uppermost two states in the 

yrast cascade. The position of the 809.5 keV y ray agrees with the placement 

by Bonn ee a l . n l ) Our measured mean life for the 8* isomer disagrees with 

that quoted by these authors, however we consider our measurement to be more 

reliable because of the lower background and better statistics of the 

present experiment. 
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S. Discussion 
5.1 Structure calculations for jiut and yrmre states 
Of the several shell model calculations for 2 1 I P o , the most recent is that 
of Strottman."' He used a weak coupling approach and the realistic matrix 
elements of Kuo and Herling.' 1 2 1 Although he does not predict a long lived 
isomer near 3 MeV his calculations do place yrast 14* and 16* levels very 
close together at 2.75 and 2.77 MeV, while the 18* level is predicted at 
2.97 MeV. The positions of the yrast states below and including that of 10* 
are well reproduced. Unfortunately, neither he nor Glendenning and Harada 
'" calculated the energies of any of the odd parity states. On the left of 
Figure 4 Strottman'3(" calculations are compared with the experimental 
level scheme, where in general the spin assignments are those given in 
Figure 1. Further suggested spins, based on decay properties alone, are 
indicated by question marks. 

Blomqvist's'13' shell model approach which uses empirical interaction 
energies derived from neighbouring nuclei has had considerable success in 
describing high spin states in many of the nuclei in the trans-lead region. 
This approach has been applied to 2 1 4 R n " ) which has recently been studied 
comprehensively. The successful interpretation of this more complex nucleus 
gives confidence that this approach will work well for 2 1 2 P o . To apply it in 
this case we restricted the protons to the combinations hJ / 2, h 9 / 2f7/2 and 
n»/2 ii3/2 » n^ the neutrons to g9/2, ff»/2in/2» 9»/2Jis/2 a n d ^u/iiu/i • 
Other excitations would not have given high spin states in the region of 
interest. The calculation involved the complete decomposition to two body 
interaction energies and a diagonalization of the resulting energy matrices. 
Empirical two body interactions were used where available. 1 1 4' However, an 
error in E g for the two-neutron nucleus 2 l 0 P b in that compilation'14' has 
been corrected. Using the 1985 mass tables this gives E.( 2 1 0?b) - -9122 kev 
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and tha following two body matrix elements for vg» / 2
: J • 0, -1248 keV; 2, 

-458 keV; 4, -157 keV; 6, -57 keV; 8, -1-24 keV. For the only level of the 

v h 9 / 2 i 1 1 / 2 configuration which is wall established, the two body matrix 

element becomes -227 keV for J - 10. These values were used in the 

calculations. (This adjustment brings the empirical values much closer to 

those of Kuo and Herling < 1 2 > in all cases.) If empirical two body 

interaction energies were unavailable we used the values given by Kuo and 

Barling.'12* 

Our results are summarized on the right hand side of Figure 4. The yrast 2*, 

4*, 6* and 8* atatea ariae from the xb» / 2 * v9t/2 configuration end in each 

case the leading component is (*hf/2)0+ * (vgj/2)j*. None of the 9* - 14* 

states from this configuration have a simple structure while the 16* level 

is predicted at 3062 kaV. Two other 16* states are predicted, near but above 

this energy (see Fig.4). The predicted energy (1735 keV) of the 10* state 

(*hJ/2 • v g f / 2 i 1 1 / 2 ) is close to the energy of the (10*) stata 

experimentally seen at 1833 keV. No state of spin between 13* and 17* from 

this latter configuration lies balow tha 18* stata pradicted at 3040 keV. A 

further 18* stata («h(/2'7/2#°9t/2^11/2)> i a placed at 3358 keV. Inclusion 

of configuration mixing in tha calculation would of course affect the 

pradicted level energies. Thus, although tha lowast 18+ state is calculated 

to be below the lowest 16* stata, there is soma uncertainty in tha actual 

laval ordering. Zt is notable that tha stata of highest spin predicted to 

lie below the energy of the lowest 18* stata is the 14*(h'g2) state 

pradictad at 3022 keV. 
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As in 2 x * Rn,'1 °' states of J* • 11" and 13" ere expected to enter the main 

yrast cascade. Candidates for the l"*- state come from the (xh^/2) * 

(vg, / 2j l s / 2) and (xh, / 2i 1 3 / 2) * (vg£/2) configurations with the former at *. 

2661 keV being lower in energy by €3 keV. Configuration mixing could be 

expected to reduce the energy of the lowest lying 11" state thus bringing it 

closer to the experimentally determined energy of 2411 keV. The 12" state 

from the former configuration is actually predicted to lie lower than the 

11" state, however there is no obvious experimental candidate. Finally, the 

13" state from the (*h\/2) * ( v i n / 2 Ju/j) configuration is predicted to lie 

substantially below the higher spin states from that configuration and well 

below the isomer. Although a little low in energy at 2453 keV its position 

allows it to be identified with the experimental 13' level at 2772 keV. 

5.2 The spin of the t. " 65 s Isomer 

This level is at an energy of 2921(15) keV, and o decays (branching - 98.5%) 

mainly to the ground state of * o a P b . ( 1 " From the present understanding of 

the structure of all high spin states predicted to lie in its vicinity there 

can be no nuclear structure reason leading to a major inhibition of its j 

decay. The extremely long limit on the partial lifetime for its 

electromagnetic decay (t > 1.20 h) must therefore be explainable in terms of 

the possible energy and the necessary multipolarity for its decay. The 

energy available for its decay to the 14* state is 36 ± 15 keV. A 

calculation of expected electromagnetic lifetimes for energies between 10 * 

and 82 keV and multipolarities up to B4 and M3 with Weisskopf strengths 

between 0.01 and 100 demonstrates that AL - 4 is needed to explain this long 

partial lifetime. Taking the spin of the 2885 keV level to be 14*, this 

demands that the isomer has a spin of at least 18. Of the candidate states 

discussed above this clearly favours the isomer as the 18* state arising 

primarily from the *{h\/2) * v ( g f / 2 i n / 2 ) configuration and excludes any of 
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the 16* states predicted near 3 MeV. This deduction thus gives firm support 

to the configuration assign—nt originally proposed by Glendenning and 

Harada.1" 

5.3 Transition strengths 

The B(E2) values deduced from the lifetime measurements are given in Table 4 

where they are coapared with the transition strengths calculated using the 

leading components of the wavefunctions obtained in the calculations 

detailed in Section 5.1. Effective charges e„ - 0.9 and Op • 1.5 ^ore used, 

however as in the isotone a i*Rn the calculation fails to reproduce the 

experimental results by a wide margin. Configuration interactions and/or 

onset of collectivity will need to be invoked to explain the discrepancy. 
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rigor* Captions 

rig.l Tha low lying lavals of z l I P o observed in tha pxasant work. 

Tha position of tha high spin isomer (tB - 65s) is also shown. 

Tha hatching xapxasants tha arror in its excitation anaxgy. 

rig.2 Experimental casults togathar with thaoxatical fits of tha 

lifetime data. As dascribad in tha text, aaan livas of tha 6*, 8* 

and (10*) statas wara daducad from thasa rasults. 

rig.3 Salactad y ray coincidence spectra in , 1 2 P o . 

rig.4 Comparison of tha experimental laval schema with theoretical 

calculations. Tha schema to tha left of tha experimental one is 

that calculated by Strottman. Tha calculations dascribad in tha 

present paper are summarised on the right. 
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UkBLS 1 

rays assigns* to " 2 p ° 

E, (keV) E t (kaV) I n t e n s i t y 100a 2 100a, 

113.7 2885.4 5(2) -45(18) -

120.9 1476.3 78(3) 15(7) -0 (9 ) 

172.0 2583.2 4(1) - -

223 .0 1355.4 404(6) 11(3) -0 (4 ) 

276.5 1752.8 52(3) 9(16) -

357.5 1833,8 149(8) 2(5) -15(9) 

360.5(3) 2771.7 13(3) - -

405.2 1132.4 703(15) 8(2) -0 (4) 

432.6 1798.0 45(3) - -

511.2 1987.5 28(3) - -

577 • 2411.2 50(5) -21(20) -

661.5 2016.9 30(3) - -

718.6 2471.4 11(3) - -

727.2 727.2 1000 4(2) -2 (4 ) 

809.5 1536.7 51(4) 18(18) -

813.3 1945.7 23(3) - -

868.3 2702.1 28(3) w -

873.2 2228.6 15(2) «• •» 

970.1 2102.5 24(4) w -
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TABLKX 

212, livas of axcitad states ia Po 

Em()caV)J* t B (ns) x.(othar) 

1355 6* 1.1(3) 

1476 8* 24.6(3) 

1833 (10*) 0.8(2) 

21.2(4)"' 25(9) b > 20.5(35)c) 

c ,R*f.l2. 
b)T.P.Sjoraan at al., Phys.Rav. C21. 1838 (1980). 
c) R.M. Liedar at al., Phys.Rav.Latt. 4JL, 742 (1978) 
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XABLK 3 

Conversion Coefficients in "*Po 

, (JceV) Type Experiment Assigned 
Multipolarity 

121 T 3.1(1) B2 

223 T 0.30(1) B2 

358 T 

L 

<0.12 

<0.16 

Bl 
E2 
Bl 
B2 

405 T 
K 
L 

0.08(3) 
0.033(4) 
0.011(3) 

62 

727 K 
L 

0.012(1) 
0.003(1) 

E2 

Theory 

3.4 

0.34 

0.020 
0.076 
0.003 
0.025 

0.055 
0.033 
0.016 

0.011 
0.003 
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TABU 4 

Expariattntal and c a l c u l a f d 12 t r a n s i t i o n s trangths i n 2 1 s P o 

E,(kaV) J? -»J^ B(B2).,*» s p u . , ' " BJB2> t h s p u t h

b > 
a 2 fin4 a'fm 4 

358 10* -»8* 164(42) 2 .2 (6 ) 0.17 0.002 

121 8* -»6* 297(4) 3 .95(5) 42 0.55 

223 6* -»4* 1013(280) 13.5(37) 95 1.26 

"From Tabla 3. 
b>Transition strangths in waisskopf units. 
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2921(15) 
2885.4-
2771.7 
2702.1 
258a2 
2471.4 -
2411.2 
2228.6-. 
21025 v 

2016.9 x 

1987.5 
1945.7— 
183a8 
1788.0 
1752.8 
1536.7 
1476.3 — 
1355.4 

809. 
1132.4 — 

727.2 

(16̂ 18*) 65s 

(10+) 0.8ns 

^ — 8* 24.6 ns 
^ 6 * , . ,„. 

4301.s 

Fig. 1 
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